
Program Planning During A Pandemic 
Process Used by  

Ikebana International, Chapter 65, St. Petersburg, Fl* 

Planning Problem 
In light of the pandemic, the Board convened a Safety Committee to recommend how to 

safely conduct meetings for our  80-100 members and their guests for Program Year 2020-2021 

Committee Objectives 
● Advise the Board how to hold I.I. meetings given the current COVID-19 pandemic. Options 

include “live” meetings (indoor or outdoor) or virtual meetings.  
● Develop guidelines for different meeting options keeping in mind our membership is 

primarily composed of highly vulnerable individuals. 

Pandemic Context 
Phase of Re-opening/Pandemic 
The pandemic has waxed and waned in the last several months. It is impossible to predict 

what the situation will be in early Fall. Additionally, infectious disease experts suggest that the ‘flu 
season’ may bring an uptick in infections combined with simultaneous spread of COVID-19. In the 
time frame between the Safety Committee’s initial meeting and its presentation to the Board, 
Florida became a ‘hot spot’ illustrating the highly fluid nature of the pandemic. 

 
Guideline/Jurisdiction Variations 
Guidelines differ in specifics and details of advice. Jurisdictions differ in requirements that 

may change at any time.  
 
Individual Risk Tolerance 
Individuals have different levels of risk tolerance which need to be respected. Even 

epidemiologists differ in which activities they personally feel safe for participation. (See 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/08/upshot/when-epidemiologists-will-do-everyday-th
ings-coronavirus.html). Members will only attend programs if they feel safe.  
 

Normal Chapter Meeting Format  
The normal meeting format accomplishes four functions. Each program meeting typically 

has a Chapter business component, a social function, a demonstration or featured speaker, and a 
workshop/class by school. 

 

Committee Results/Board Decisions 
 

Safety Guidelines 
The committee reviewed multiple guidelines including Florida’s, the CDC’s,  the county’s 

and others . The Illinois’ COVID-19 Guidance for Places of Worship and Providers of Religious 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/08/upshot/when-epidemiologists-will-do-everyday-things-coronavirus.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/08/upshot/when-epidemiologists-will-do-everyday-things-coronavirus.html


Services https://www.dph.illinois.gov/covid19/community-guidance/places-worship-guidance  was 
chosen for its quite detailed and specific information. This guideline could be adapted for use for 
outdoor meetings as well. A checklist of procedures to follow for live meetings was developed in 
the event the Board chose to proceed with live meetings. The Committee-developed checklist is 
attached in the Afternotes  section of this document. 
 

 
Meeting Options for Demonstrations / Featured Speakers 
The advantages and disadvantages of the different options were presented to the Board. 

They are as follows: 
 

Meeting Type  Advantage  Disadvantage 

Indoor  Controlled environment  Distancing probably triples the square foot 
requirements to adequately space attendees. 
Extra volunteers needed to disinfect facilities if 
not done by facility. 
Risk increases indoors. 
Unknown ventilation adequacy of indoor 
location.  
Requirement to follow procedure checklist 
developed by committee. 

Outdoor  Safer than enclosed 
spaces 

Challenges of wind, heat, insects, lighting, 
Electrical power availability  
County/city/state park reservation availability. 
Audio issues. 

Virtual  Safest  Member readiness to access the internet and 
whatever technology platform is chosen (Zoom, 
Facebook, YouTube, etc.). 
Expertise needed to produce a quality program 
requiring hiring and / or developing that 
expertise from member volunteers.  
Budgetary requirements for equipment (tripods, 
lighting, audio). 

 
To minimize and shorten the possibility of exposure, the committee recommended that the 4 
components of a normal meeting be handled as separate events if live meetings were desired. Three 
components of a normal meeting could be addressed at different times separate from the featured 
speaker/demonstration component as follows: 

● Chapter business meeting via Zoom,  
● The social function via Zoom or outdoor gathering  following social distancing, guidelines 

etc. with or without food, and  
● Workshops/classes in whatever manner individual teachers choose to accommodate their 

students .  
 

 

https://www.dph.illinois.gov/covid19/community-guidance/places-worship-guidance


Board Poll / Consensus Decision 
In order to help the Board clarify their thoughts on the meeting options, the Committee 

administered an anonymous 3 question poll to Board members to determine how likely they were to 
attend the various meeting options and what their individual preferences were. Consensus was 
quickly reached that virtual meetings would be conducted through December and to reassess in 
November on how to proceed for the rest of the program year. The monthly featured speaker / 
demonstration will be conducted virtually. A decision on the March Exhibition will be deferred 
until November. 

 
Contractual Issues 
The Committee suggested that signing contracts for a meeting location be deferred given 

that  the virtual meeting option was chosen. Additionally, it was recommended that the contract for 
the Exhibition location be cancellable. 
 

Member Survey / Communication 
The Committee developed a member survey to assess member preferences. The Board 

decided to table the survey for the short term and revisit the need for a survey in November. The 
Chapter’s Newsletter and Website will be used to communicate the process and the decision to 
members.  
 

Ways & Means 
The Committee suggested that making Ikebana-themed masks might be an interesting 

fund-raiser. The Board tabled this idea. 
 

*This is the process used by one chapter to determine how best to provide 
programming to its members. Other chapters or groups should consider reviewing 
local guidelines, infection rates, member needs and preferences as well as 
developing safety checklists. 

Afternotes 
 
Meeting Safety Checklist 
 

Basic Measures for All “Live” Meetings 
● minimum 6 feet distancing 
● proper wearing of masks a requirement including instructions on use at beginning of 

meeting or in meeting materials 
● hand washing,  
● no contact interaction,  
● modulated levels of speech, no singing or yelling, controlled use of microphone 
● no common buffet lines, single serve items preferable or servers 
● limit common touch points 
● supply hand sanitizer and wipes, 
● no attendance if sick  
● keep a log of attendance for contact tracing if needed 

 



○ One person does sign in to avoid common use of sign-in materials 
● Take reservations for Live Programs. Limit attendance to what is allowed by the 

current re-opening phase until. 
 

Facility Preparation for all “Live” Meetings 
● General area and restrooms to be pre-cleaned and disinfected. Will this be done by 

the facility personnel? Should this be reinforced by our own team before group 
arrival? Items to include chairs or benches, doorknobs, light switches, microphones, 
faucets, touch points on furniture. 

● Have extra sanitizer and spray disinfectants available.  Aim to minimize touch 
points.  

● Limit restroom capacity to ensure distancing. Use a paper towel to grasp the door 
handle upon exit. 

 
Food Service   

● Eliminate or minimize food service by using prepared and pre-packaged boxes or 
bags to be distributed to stationary guests.  

● No buffet or open food service. 
● Trash to be collected. This all to discourage much unnecessary moving about. 

 
Decisions Need Regarding Food Service 

● Should Hospitality be approved to prepare prepackaged food? Should they be 
wearing masks to prepare food?  

● Should individuals bring refillable drink containers or be served disposable covered 
cups pre-filled and distributed? 
 

 
 
 

 


